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Mosaic Taiwan is a fellowship exchange pro-gram for promising young leaders from the US and Canada hoping to gain firsthand experience of the Republic of China (Taiwan), a vibrant Asian democracy in which a diversity of cul-tures has prospered. Sponsored by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the program provides young people with an interest in global affairs the op-portunity to better understand Taiwan’s culture and society through extensive exchanges with local students and professionals and to explore the beauty of the country’s natural environ-ment. It also gives young leaders from Taiwan international exposure by fostering dialogue with their overseas counterparts.

MOSAICTAIWAN2023



The Republic of China, popularly known as 
Taiwan, is situated in the Western Pacific be-

tween Japan and the Philippines. The total area 

of Taiwan proper and its outlying islands is 

36,193.6 square kilometers, equivalent to the 

size of the State of Maryland. It has more than 

its share of nature splendor. Forested foothills 

occupyoccupy more than half of Taiwan; other physio-

graphic regions include volcanic mountains, ta-

blelands, coastal plains, and basins. Taiwan’s 

tropical-to-temperate spectrum of climatic zones 

and wide range of topographies have made the 

island a paradise of flora and fauna.



While more than 95 percent of the population in Taiwan claims Han ances-
try, Taiwan’s heritage is actually much more complex than such a generaliza-
tion implies. The successive waves of Chinese immigrants that began arriving 
in the 17th century belonged to a variety of subgroups speaking mutually unin-
telligible languages and practicing different customs. In fact, Taiwan has been 
a melting pot, not only of diverse Han subgroups, but also of indigenous Aus-
tronesian peoples and immigrants from all over the world. The most recent 
wave of immigrants is largely from Southeast Asia and mainland China 
through intermarriage. This convergence and interplay of currents of humanity 
in Taiwan have helped transform it into an open society.



Taiwan is one of the most open, pro-gressive democracies in Asia. Taiwan attaches great importance to human rights, which comprise an in-tegral part of daily life. Legislation to enhance people’s welfare, promote social equality, and safeguard labor rights is a manifestation of the gov-ernment’s staunch commitment to its people.



Taiwan’s steadfast diplomacy has come to encapsulate  its willingness to expand its in-ternational participation and to build mutual-ly beneficial ties with countries that share common values. As a model member of the global community, Taiwan continues to pro-vide humanitarian assistance and disaster relief, and actively participates in interna-tional efforts to tackle epidemic diseases, cli-mate change, terrorism, and transnational crime. In the hope of advancing common values of peace, freedom, democracy, and human rights, Taiwan works with allies and like-minded countries to foster governmental, business, and people-to-people exchang-es. Programs such as Mosaic Taiwan help cultivate greater mutual understanding and cooperation among young people. 



Mosaic Taiwan 2023 will run from June 19 to 30. Fellow
s 

will take part in team-building an
d leadership development ex-

ercises, as well as workshops, fo
rums, and lectures on topics 

concerning Taiwan. There will a
lso be visits to business and 

NGOs, as well as tours of scenic s
ites around the island. In addi-

tion, fellows will meet with gove
rnment officials and some of 

their peers for wide-ranging discu
ssions. Travel and living ar

rangements in Taiwan will be cov
ered by the sponsor.

Eligibility

*U.S and Canadian citizens betwe
en the ages of 20 and 35

*No previous travel sponsored b
y the R.O.C government to 

Taiwan

*Active interest in public affairs, 
politics, government, and in-

ternational affairs



● The application form (and its attachments) will be      
    accepted from February 1 to 28, 2023, by the foreign 
 offices of the Republic of China (Taiwan) in the    
 United States and Canada (TECRO or TECO).
● ● Interviews will be conducted by TECRO or TECO.   
    Successful applicants will also be informed by    
 their respective interviewing TECRO or TECO.
● Required documents
 *Application form
 *Brief bio and CV
 *Minimum of 2 recommendation letters
  *Academic transcript
 *Essay
 *Award certificate(s) (if any)
● A medical certificate will be required of successful   
 applicants
● To learn more about Mosaic Taiwan, please visit    
 Mosaic Taiwan Facebook Page
    (https://tinyurl.com/yzhc8ery) and watch our video    (https://tinyurl.com/yzhc8ery) and watch our video
    (https://tinyurl.com/w42ew7yy)




